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Meta-Analysis of Rare Events 

A One-day Course 

 

Lecturers: Professor Dr Dankmar Böhning and Dr Antonello Maruotti, 

Southampton Statistical Sciences Research Institute, University of 

Southampton, UK 

 

Practical 3 

Data sets:  

1) calgb: contains 21 centres from the Cancer and leukaemia Group B 

(CALGB) randomized clinical trial comparing two chemotherapy 

treatments with respect to survival 

variables: treatment/standard; xt=number of deaths in treatment group, 

xc=number of deaths in standard group; nt = size of treatment group, 

nc= size of control group  

 

Tasks: Estimate the effect of the chemotherapies on each other by means of 

logistic regression with random effect for studies! 
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SOLUTION 

Model:  no random effects  

 

 

  

               Note:  N=21 used in calculating BIC

                                                                             

           .       21   -107.8102   -107.7854      2     219.5708    221.6598

                                                                             

       Model      Obs    ll(null)   ll(model)     df          AIC         BIC

                                                                             

. estat ic, n(21)

                                                                              

       _cons     1.181818   .2795295     0.71   0.480     .7433961    1.878802

       treat     .9307692   .2996894    -0.22   0.824       .49519    1.749493

                                                                              

      events   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood =  -107.7854                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0002

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.8237

                                                  LR chi2(1)      =       0.05

Logistic regression                               Number of obs   =        156

. logistic events treat [fweight = frequency]
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Model: study is random effect (intercept only)  

 

  

               Note:  N=21 used in calculating BIC

                                                                             

           .       21           .    -59.2382      3     124.4764      127.61

                                                                             

       Model      Obs    ll(null)   ll(model)     df          AIC         BIC

                                                                             

. estat ic, n(21)

LR test vs. logistic regression: chibar2(01) =     2.57 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.0546

                                                                              

                  var(_cons)     .3419048   .3300866      .0515378    2.268216

centerlong: Identity          

                                                                              

  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                                                                              

       _cons     1.317852   .3807118     0.96   0.339     .7481085      2.3215

   treat_bin      .851281   .2900066    -0.47   0.636     .4366097    1.659787

                                                                              

           x   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood = -59.238199                     Prob > chi2        =    0.6365

Integration points =   7                        Wald chi2(1)       =      0.22

                                                               max =         2

                                                               avg =       2.0

                                                Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: centerlong                      Number of groups   =        21

Binomial variable: n

Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =        42

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -59.238199  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -59.238199  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -59.23822  

Performing gradient-based optimization: 

Iteration 2:   log likelihood =  -59.23822  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -59.262113  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -60.267036  

Refining starting values: 

      identity

Note: single-variable random-effects specification; covariance structure set to

> ance

. xtmelogit x treat_bin, || centerlong:, covariance(independent) binomial(n) or vari
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Model: study is random effect (intercept and slope is random) 

 

 

 

               Note:  N=21 used in calculating BIC

                                                                             

           .       21           .   -59.22551      4      126.451    130.6291

                                                                             

       Model      Obs    ll(null)   ll(model)     df          AIC         BIC

                                                                             

. estat ic, n(21)

Note: LR test is conservative and provided only for reference.

LR test vs. logistic regression:     chi2(2) =     2.59   Prob > chi2 = 0.2736

                                                                              

                  var(_cons)      .329329   .3446028      .0423595    2.560406

               var(treat_~n)     .0913671   .5997316      2.36e-07    35323.14

centerlong: Independent       

                                                                              

  Random-effects Parameters      Estimate   Std. Err.     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

                                                                              

       _cons     1.314219   .3798226     0.95   0.344     .7458678    2.315654

   treat_bin     .8524036   .2983489    -0.46   0.648     .4292567    1.692675

                                                                              

           x   Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

Log likelihood = -59.225513                     Prob > chi2        =    0.6482

Integration points =   7                        Wald chi2(1)       =      0.21

                                                               max =         2

                                                               avg =       2.0

                                                Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: centerlong                      Number of groups   =        21

Binomial variable: n

Mixed-effects logistic regression               Number of obs      =        42

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -59.225513  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -59.225517  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -59.226692  

Performing gradient-based optimization: 

Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -59.226692  

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -59.274589  

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = -60.630485  

Refining starting values: 

> n) or variance

. xtmelogit x treat_bin, || centerlong: treat_bin, covariance(independent) binomial(


